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currEnT siTuaTion  

The current spa and wellness industry in Japan overlaps some related areas of the industry such as leisure, 
relaxation, beauty, health promotion and medical care as well as the same for other countries. However, at 
the moment, there are some difficulties in the medical Field due to strict legal controls and strong political 
pressure from a group of traditional shiatsu masseurs (for clinical care). This issue has been a major obstacle 
to the market growth of medical & clinical oriented spas.

regarding the latest official figure, the estimated total revenue from Japanese spa market as of 2007 is 
approximately Us$7.1 billion. That’s a record of 27% up from the previous year (about Us$5.6 billion) 
because the spa-boom encouraged new entries into this sector. Currently, our national population is around 
128 million (GDP is about Us$5 trillion) and the total visitors for spas (in 2007) can be estimated at 119 
million. ioW, is almost the same, as most Japanese go to spas once a year. However, due to the severe eco-
nomic downturn in the latter half of last year, soon-to-be-released data as of 2008 will be slightly diminished 
(1-3% down) from 2007.

The Japanese spa market can be divided broadly into 2 categories. First group is “foreign type” that is mainly 
derived from Western and asian spa services. The main target of this market (w/o fitness gym) seems to 
be the beauty oriented ladies around their 30’s - 50’s. This market has emerged and grown rapidly since 
around 2002 and acquired almost 40% of the market share today. The other is “original type” that consists 
of unique spa services originally developed in Japan. The target is broad-range customers who want simple 
relaxation. as this market has already achieved greater experience since long ago, it’s made up of more than 
half of the market. We infer from the trend on the series of official figures that the resort hotel and onsen-
ryokan will expand their share (around 10% up on each) but fitness gym and super-sento will lose (about 
10% down) on the contrary.
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EconoMic crisis

imF projects the rate of growth of the world’s economy this year will be down -1.3%. especially the Japa-
nese rate of decline is down by -6.2% which is the worst among the advanced nations of the world. Japan 
has fallen into the red in terms of revenue and expenditure on trade. Th ese are the worst fi gures in 28 years 
and the Japanese economy will be faced with the seriousness of this current economic crisis, due to the fact 
that Japan’s economic structure has depended heavily upon exports. also, the number of Western business 
travelers to Japan has decreased since last summer, mostly because of the high exchange rate of yen, the 
sudden increase in fuel plus a host of other factors. 

Th e rate in the guest room operation of 20 major hotels in tokyo showed a drop of -10% on average in 
February 2009. even famous hotels of which guest rooms usually operate at 80%, have shown a decline 
in the rate of guest room operation to approximately less than 50%.  in recent years high-end hotels have 
opened because of the easing restrictions on urban development. However when under recession, there is a 
disparity of demand and most hotels decide to change their accommodation fees. not negligible numbers 
of these high-class hotels lower their pricing (sensitively) to the current state of the economy.
many of the Japanese people who temperate in travelling abroad (plus 1.3 million comparing to last year) 
tend to choose domestic destinations mostly. in consideration of this tendency, hotels shift their target 
from travelers from other countries to Japanese domestic customers. all the while, there have been some 
conditions to use hotels’ spas in the past but now they have opened their doors to general visitor and pro-
vided temporary discounts especially to their members. 

after 2008, 19 of the well-established ryokans (Japanese-style hotels) went bankrupt, although some ryokans are com-
ing back to life again one after another as luxurious retreats. Th ey have acquired not only Japanese domestic tourists but 
also foreign guests including the wealthy classes from China. Consequently, the Japanese spa industry hasn’t shown a 
sharp reduction in markets like other industries. However, it is considered that the Japanese spa industry has entered a 
time of weeding out, after the rapid growth of the market by the year before last came to an end.

additionally, i would infer from the trend of discount campaign at urban / resort hotels, revenue from the “foreign 
type” market will be down around 10-20% by the year end of 2009. But i suppose revenue from the “original type” 
market will maintain the current level because increase trend of domestic tourists must support their revitalization.

laTEsT projEcTs in japan 

 on schedule
mercure Hotel sapporo – Hokkaido (2009) by mitsui Fudosan
Westin Hotel sendai – miyagi (2010) by mori trust
st. regis Hotel osaka – osaka (2010) by sekisui House
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delayed
Park Hyatt yokohama – kanagawa (2011) by mori Building
aman kyoto – kyoto (2008) by aman resorts
mariott group – Hokkaido (2012) by mitsui Fudosan (developer)

suspend / unconfi rmed
otemachi (Brand to be announced) – tokyo (2014) by tokyo tatemono
W Hotel yokohama – kanagawa (2011) by Pacifi c Holdings
Courtyard By marriott nara – nara (2010) by zephyr
sheraton Hotel Hiroshima – Hiroshima (2010) by yamato system
sheraton Ginowan – okinawa (2010) by Joint Corporation
Banyantree yaeyama – okinawa
sesoko Beach – okinawa

Bankrupt major developers and the application of the Civil rehabilitation Law happened in succession 
due to constant breakdowns or the restraints from foreign fi nancial organizations. more than half of 
the 5-star hotels scheduled to be constructed in a few years time have been obliged to postpone or even 
freeze their plans of opening these new high-end spas.

trend setting:  Celebrated hotel spas including the CHi spa in the shangri-la tokyo (opened in 2009) 
have had their presence felt in the center of tokyo. since most of them provide world-class spa services 
within a Japanese atmosphere, Japanese wealthy classes and visitors from abroad enjoy the Japanese 
experience in the western-style hotels. several hotel developments (as mentioned above) are currently 
in progress in Hokkaido, kanagawa prefecture (yokohama, Hakone), kyoto and okinawa and have an 
abundance of tourist attractions and a healthy local economy.

meanwhile, well-established Japanese ryokans are very well acquainted with the beauty of the surround-
ing scenery just familiar with the local residents, a degree of prime products of the sea and countryside 
while retaining time-honored traditional culture within famous hot spring locations. 

such ryokans are coming back as high-end ryokans and modernized designers’ ryokans introducing in-
novative design such as “Japanesque art nouveau”, open-air onsens using mineral water from the natural 
springs and spa services, accommodating a limited number of guests for the greatest experience.  also 
these ryokans provide meticulous attention and luxurious hospitality to their guests which the larger 
hotels cannot, such ryokans attract those people who are beginning to loose interest in Hotel spas.

adapTaTions To crisis 

recently, the co-operation between hotels and ryokans have started to introduce mutual guests to one 
another.  Th is co-operative exchange is to acquire each of the others premium clientele (i.e. the co-op-
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eration of the mandarin oriental tokyo wanting local wealthy classes from other regions and a high-
end onsen ryokan in Hakone, Gorakadan aiming to attract the foreign visitors). also the royal Park 
Hotels having a reservation center responding in foreign languages, work as an agency for reservations for 
ryokans in tokyo and enrollment.

in local areas there is a considerable weight of investment in tourism, each as a whole is trying to give 
life to local enterprises and economy. on one remote island of okinawa for instance, the local govern-
ment gave fi nancial assistance to a new spa’s product development using local mineral water and salts 
and with the co-operation of the local university and related companies, and they succeeded in produc-
ing charming spa products.

although, the Hoshino resort has been striving for their projects to reinvigorate local economies in-
cluding the development of spa resorts with the co-operation of a foreign investment bank, they have 
decided to shift over to closer connections with a local bank which off ers them lesser risks than the off -
shore bank. Th e Japanese spa industry is now gaining the power of having to make some radical ‘original 
ideas’ because of the recession.

opporTuniTiEs  

unprecedented chance for local tourism

super discount of expressway toll has begun (only $10 from everywhere to everywhere!)
Japan railways also started discount campaign to compete with the above (toll discount)
excellent Hrs with overseas experience or foreign-affi  liated spas return to local businesses
many renewal-opened onsen-ryokans have scattered throughout Japan
increase of vacation days due to company cost-savings (especially for “golden week”)

result-oriented / evidence-based approach

visible eff ectiveness (with evidence) of spa service become more important than pampering
regional joint study on eff ectiveness of spa / health-tourism by vicinal university, spa schools and some rerated companies 

in okinawa have been launched
Th ere aren’t full-fl edged destination spas yet in Japan and the idea of “wellness” is not yet penetrated all Japanese spa-goers 

(-> that leaves place of market entry for destination operators)
Collaboration with onsen operators by destination spas may bring a break through
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potentiality of foreign visitors

although the numbers of foreign visitors represent a radical drop after the last summer, year-to-year comparison of 
the total annual visitors stepped up 1% (2007-2008) by the tireless eff ort of “visit Japan Campaign”

Foreign tourists tend to seek the “unfound retreats” (especially, well-heeled tourists from China which has about 30 
million persons who have over $1 million of personal assets) 

Western visitors prefer to learn the traditional culture -> Japanese traditional tea ceremony and art of fl ower arrange-
ment could be potential contents of educational spa activities

it seems that the economic crisis brought Japanese spa industry various opportunities and fresh vi-
sions and provided temporary discounts especially to their members. 

after 2008, 19 of the well-established ryokans (Japanese-style hotels) went bankrupt, although 
some ryokans are coming back to life again one after another as luxurious retreats. Th ey have 
acquired not only Japanese domestic tourists but also foreign guests including the wealthy classes 
from China. Consequently, the Japanese spa industry hasn’t shown a sharp reduction in markets 
like other industries. However, it is considered that the Japanese spa industry has entered a time of 
weeding out, after the rapid growth of the market by the year before last came to an end.

additionally, i would infer from the trend of discount campaign at urban / resort hotels, revenue 
from the “foreign type” market will be down around 10-20% by the year end of 2009. But i suppose 
revenue from the “original type” market will maintain the current level because increase trend of 
domestic tourists must support their revitalization.
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